August 1, 2021

Tides & Times
Following Seas

If you’ve been a resident of Tacoma or the surrounding
area for any length of time, you are almost certainly
aware of the fact that crimes such as auto theft,
vandalism, vehicle break-ins and so on have increased
dramatically in 2022. Being located in an urban core,
crime has always been a nuisance at the marina, but the
events of the last two-plus years have made things
exponentially worse. Although this issue is citywide and
not specific to our location, Tacoma’s waterfront has
been hit particularly hard, simply due to the geography
of the area and an ongoing lack of police presence.
We’ve heard your feedback and understand how
frustrating it must be to find your possessions stolen
and your vehicle damaged – or worse!
As such, we are extremely pleased to announce the
upcoming addition of new fencing and automated gates
Sunset Over Foss Harbor Marina
in the two largest parking lots at Foss Harbor Marina.
Although there’s no perfect solution, the marina team
has spent a great deal of time and resources working to
make our marina safer and more enjoyable for our 400+ residents. After reviewing about a dozen proposals for
various types of security improvements—everything from manned security patrols to expanded camera systems, etc.—it
became evident that the strengthening the barriers around and access to the marina would provide the best return on the
resources invested. Most importantly, this project will drastically reduce a a criminal’s ability to freely access our parking areas
and the vehicles located inside them. It’s worth noting that there’s no way to completely close off our facility, especially to
pedestrian access along the waterfront, but these new controlled-access gates and fencing of the parking lots will undoubtedly
make a difference and hopefully enhance the comfort and security for our boat owners and live-aboard residents.
There will be many more details to come—including construction schedules, guest parking access and the issuance of new gate
access credentials—but we wanted to give you a preliminary glimpse into some of the exciting changes happening at Foss
Harbor. Thanks to all of you that have continued to support our great community over the last couple of years, which have
been difficult for many of us. We are very fortunate to live and work at such an amazing place, which brings us satisfaction and
purpose on a daily basis. We appreciate you and hope you enjoy the rest of the summer!

Ian Wilkinson, General Manager
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Harbor HAPPENINGS AUGUST Events!

AUGUST 27 & 28

Join us on Saturday, 8/27, and
Sunday, 8/28, 10am – 6pm.
With 96 garages on site, and
everyone invited to open their
doors, you never know what
treasures you may find. Since
there are two other events on
deck this weekend, we are
hoping for a good amount of
foot traffic.
Please sign up in the office to
participate. Don’t have a storage unit with us? Sign up anyway, and we’ll show you
where to set up!

PETS on the POOP DECK
This is Sunka, seen here keeping a close on passers-by on
the dock. When Sunka is not captaining M/V Knot on Call,
he enjoys Starbucks “pup cups”, car rides, and long walks
on short piers. Thanks to Di Graves for the picture, and
thanks to the Stam family for allowing us to publish it!

Send pictures of your pet to melynda@fossharbor.com!

MOVIE NIGHT
August 20th @ dusk. We will be watching
“Pirates of the Caribbean—Curse of the Black
Pearl”. Meet on the deck by the marina office.
We’ll pop popcorn and you bring snacks,
beverages, chair, and we’ll see you there!
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Well friends, welcome to the wild west…
Crime in our area, all of Tacoma really, is out of
control. I don’t want to be an alarmist, but it is just
the reality we are living in. A few reminders for you:
DO NOT LEAVE ANYTHING IN YOUR CAR
WHEN YOU PARK IT ANYWHERE! Keep your
eyes open, be aware of your surroundings, and listen
to your gut. If something doesn’t look or feel right, it
is better to report it than not.
On a recent sunny day, a tenant came into the office
to report that someone they didn’t recognize walked
in through the gate as they were walking out. When I
asked, “Did you ask who they were or if they had a boat here?” this tenant replied, “No, I guess I should have…”
Security of our marina community is the responsibility of ALL of us. We issue keys to tenants for the gates,
restrooms and laundry room. With those keys comes TRUST—trust from marina management that you will do
what you can to only allow through the gates and into marina facilities those people that you know are tenants or
direct guests of yours. Trust from your marina neighbors that you will help keep the facility as secure as you would
expect them to.
Simply asking who they are or if they have a slip here is usually enough to figure out if they belong here. If they don’t
belong here, please direct them to the main office or ask that they wait and call who ever it is they are visiting to
come meet them at the gate. That is, if the opportunity presents itself, and the situation is safe. Not acting in the
moment only wastes time in preventing a possible crime. Reporting to the office is always ok, but understand that by
time we can get staff to the scene, the individual may have already disappeared down a finger pier or onto a boat.
Again, I stress, keep yourself safe by all means and don’t engage if it doesn’t feel right, but if the situation is safe, then
ask them what’s up. Another option, don’t open the gate and call the office, we will come and address the individual.
Put the marina office in your phone so you have easy access to contacting the office. Our office number is 253-2724404.
Of course, there are times that you may not feel comfortable or safe taking this approach and that is understandable;
definitely notify us in the office if that’s the case. Always keep yourself safe. But, if the situation allows, it would help
all of us if we all took ownership of our marina, our neighborhood and helped in keeping it secure.

Understand, if someone that could have been prevented entering the marina has already made it through the gate, it
may be too late at that point to prevent their dastardly deeds, so, PLEASE help us, yourself and your neighbors by
being proactive in keeping the facility as secure as possible.
Crime continues to be an issue in our area, as it is in many, many parts of the country, and the expected and hoped
for results from policy makers to address the issue will be slow to take effect, so it’s up to all of us to do our part.
Thank you for helping us help you.
-Tarin Todd, Marina Manager
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It’s Crabbing Season! And don’t be “shellfish”
with the Catch!

Tacoma-Vashon Island, Area 11
Status: Limited Season
Days open: Sundays and Mondays only
Season dates: Open July 3 through August 29, Sundays and Mondays only. Tuesdays through
Saturdays will be closed.
Dungeness, Red Rock, and Tanner Crab, all fishing methods. NOTE: All crab fishing gear
must be removed from the water by one hour after sunset on the last day of any
fishing period. Crab fishing gear may not remain in the water on closed days.

STORE HOURS CHANGING
Foss Harbor Marina store & fuel dock will
return to fall/winter hours on Monday,
September 6th. The operating hours will be
as follows:
Monday - Saturday
Store:10AM-6PM
Fuel Dock: 8AM-6PM
Sunday
Store: 10AM-5PM
Fuel Dock: 9AM-5PM

Hummingbird at dusk photo credit: Elise Wolfer
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HELP US RECYCLE RIGHT!
I’m sure that most of you are aware of and make use of the glass and mixed recycle bins provided to us by
the city. Although we encourage all of you to use this service to its fullest, in recent weeks we have seen an
increase in the improper use of these bins. This results in the city refusing to empty the bins in question, which
means one of the Foss Harbor employees must then sort through and remove the offending items. Then the recycle
bin sits full for another week. Please take the time to review the provided information regarding what is considered
recyclable by the City of Tacoma. Here are the major issues we've been experiencing:
- Drink and food canned goods MUST BE RINSED OUT. This applies to glass recycling as well. Remove any
metal lids/corks from glass containers and discard.
- Soiled paper products (i.e., napkins, paper plates, paper towels, tissue, pizza boxes, etc.) are considered garbage.
These items should go in with normal trash.
- Scrap metal, wood products, Styrofoam and foam rubber, garden hoses, cloth items. Cardboard shipping
containers must be devoid of foam-type packing materials which are garbage. Bubble wrap and similar Amazon type
shipping envelops are not recyclable.
-Break down all cardboard containers to their flattest possible profile.
- These items are a major issue: Plastic bags of ANY kind will be considered garbage! Empty the contents of
these bags into the appropriate recycle/glass bin (acceptable items only) so there is no doubt as to what they
contain. If the city employees see a plastic bag, they will consider it garbage and leave the recycle container full.
- Please put all glass products into the glass bins and not in with your mixed recycle.
I realize that these extra steps take up valuable time. Not taking these steps, however, result in bigger issues that
extend to ALL the users of this service when the containers are not emptied on the scheduled pick-up days. With
just a small amount of pre-planning from all of us, we can continue to utilize this important service. Please review the
additional information provided on the back of this letter, and if you have any questions, feel free to ask. Thank you!
- Scott Monett, Operations Manager
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Neighborhood Watch Group
The liveaboards of Foss Harbor have banded together
to create a neighborhood watch! If you are interested in
helping your community and
improving safety and
communication with your
neighbors, please contact
fossharborwatch@gmail.com.
Thanks to everyone who came out
to the liveaboard BBQ, and much
appreciation to Diana Fletcher &
Beth Stone for organizing the
get-together!

Summer is in full swing, and that
means everybody is using their
boats! This is a wonderful thing, and we are so
happy to see familiar faces back at the marina!
Since so many people are frequenting the marina,
please remember a couple of courtesies for your
neighbors:
•

Please keep finger piers free of items. Please do
not store crab pots, kayaks or the like. Finger
piers should have nothing on them after you
have left the marina. Please make sure hoses are
wound up and not a tripping hazard.

•

If you plan to go out on your boat for a few
days, please park in the mid to back of your lot
or the gravel lot if you’re going to be gone
longer term. This is nice for all the people
coming and going on a daily basis. If you do plan
to be gone for an extended amount of time,
pleased let the office know.

•

Tenders should not take up more than half of
your slip or hang out into fairways. Vessels are
allowed a 2 foot hangover, this should be
inclusive of your tender, anchor mount and etc.

1973 23’ Fiberform
$3,500.00
Call George Petre
253-531-6076
-GMC 165 in/out board
-1985 2 axle Easy Loader
trailer with power winch
-Ask about other
Accessories!

Thank you for your cooperation and working
together to make Foss Harbor an enjoyable place for
all!

I am Looking for crew who
would love to learn to
sail, possible partners or new
owners. I am a mid 70’s sailor
who no longer feels comfortable sailing alone. “Liberty” is a
good old ’77 Mercator 30’ fiberglass sloop with a 18hp Sabb
diesel engine. She’s wearing
her original standing rigging.
Simple systems and sail plan
without spinnaker. Berthed at
Foss Harbor Marina C-16.

Please contact Rick @
253-226-0212
blueribbonfarm@tx3.net

